CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE CHOOSE GILAT FOR ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

ONE PLATFORM. MULTIPLE VERTICALS.

MULTIPLE VERTICALS - CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
- Low Power
- Climate Proof
- Quick Install
- Layer 2/3 Support
- IPSEC Encryption
- QoS
- BW Optimization
- 1000's of Sessions per Site

LARGEST VARIETY OF BUSINESS CONTINUITY SOLUTIONS
REDUNDANCY SCHEMES ADDRESSING ANY ENTERPRISE NEED

LEADING TECHNOLOGY
REDUCE COSTS WITH GILAT'S INNOVATION
TAILORED BUSINESS MODELS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
LOW CAPEX
Pay as You Grow
LOW OPEX
More Throughput from Given Bandwidth

GILAT PROVIDES BEST QUALITY OF SERVICE
ON ANY NUMBER OF GATEWAYS, BEAMS & SATELLITES

LARGEST VARIETY OF BUSINESS CONTINUITY SOLUTIONS
REDUNDANCY SCHEMES ADDRESSING ANY ENTERPRISE NEED

DIVERSITY SOLUTIONS
Gateway | RF
Complete Site |
Data Center |